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We study chaos in a classical limit of the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model obtained in a suitably
defined large-S limit. The low-temperature Lyapunov exponent is found to depend linearly on
temperature, with a slope that is parametrically different than in the quantum case: it is proportional
to N/S. The classical dynamics can be understood as the rotation of an N -dimensional body with
a random inertia tensor, corresponding to the random couplings of the SYK Hamiltonian. This
allows us to find an extensive number of fixed points, corresponding to the body’s principal axes of
rotation. The thermodynamics is mapped to the p-spin model with p = 2, which exhibits a spin
glass phase at low temperature whose presence does not preclude the existence of chaos.
I. INTRODUCTION
The last years have seen a surge of interest in the ther-
malization dynamics of closed quantum systems. One
of the most intriguing outcomes of these activities has
been a deeper and increasingly quantitative understand-
ing of quantum chaos. A striking result, was the proof
by Maldacena et. al. of an upper bound on the rate at
which chaos can develop in a quantum system, as char-
acterized by a Lyapunov exponent λ ≤ 2piT/~ 1. Soon
after, Kitaev introduced a solvable model of interacting
fermions, known as the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model,
which at low temperatures saturates the quantum bound
on chaos2–9 (see also10 for a review of earlier work).
The recent results depart from a long history of studies
of quantum chaos in a number of ways. An important
new element is the focus on many-body systems rather
than on the dynamics of single or few particles. Indeed a
major goal of recent studies has been to relate the chaotic
dynamics to the transport coefficients which govern the
late time hydrodynamic behavior of thermalizing many-
body systems 11–16. Such a relation could have important
implications for the puzzle of “strange metals”17–19.
Another departure from previous work on quantum
chaos concerns the relation to a classical limit. Stud-
ies of quantum chaos have long highlighted the close
link to chaotic classical systems in the limit ~ → 020–22.
Quantum chaos was in fact defined as the behavior of
a quantum system whose classical limit is chaotic. It
was later shown that near the classical limit the assump-
tions of random matrix theory (RMT), pertinent to quan-
tum chaos, are indeed consistent with classical chaotic
dynamics23. The new results on the chaos bound and
the SYK model, on the other hand, are not rooted in
the behavior of a limiting classical system. In particular
the Lyapunov exponent λbound = 2piT/~ characterizing
fast scramblers seems not to have a finite classical limit.
Nonetheless it is worth asking whether systems exhibit-
ing (maximal) quantum many-body chaos already have
unusual features at the classical level.
In this article, we study chaos in a classical limit
of the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model obtained in a large-S
limit, where S refers to the spin-S spinor representa-
tion of SO(N). We calculate numerically the Lyapunov
exponent at all temperatures by studying the exponen-
tial divergence of a suitably-defined sensitivity, which is
the classical limit of an out-of-time-order commutator
(OTOC)24,25. We find that the Lyapunov exponent is
linear in T at low temperature, like in the quantum case.
However, the corresponding slope is parametrically dif-
ferent in the classical case than in the quantum case,
which raises interesting questions regarding the quantum
to classical crossover.
Other interesting properties of the classical SYK model
are then studied. The thermodynamics is mapped to the
p = 2-spin spherical model26. The dynamics is identi-
fied as the rotation of an N -dimensional body around
its center of mass, with a random inertia tensor set by
the random couplings of the SYK Hamiltonian. This
leads to the identification of N(N − 1) fixed points, cor-
responding to the principal axes of rotation, which span
the whole range of energy densities. A linear stability
analysis around these fixed points provides us with a con-
venient way of calculating a spectrum of local Lyapunov
exponents27.
II. MODEL
We start by rewriting the SYK Hamiltonian as a so(N)
rotor Hamiltonian:
Hˆ =
1
2
∑
i<j,k<l
Jijklγiγjγkγl =
1
2
∑
a,b
JabLˆaLˆb (1)
Here the γi (i = 1, . . . , N) are Majorana fermion opera-
tors (with anticommutation relations given by {γi, γj} =
δij) and Jijkl is a completely antisymmetric tensor, whose
components are picked randomly with a Gaussian dis-
tribution with zero mean and with an energy scale set
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FIG. 1. Exponential increase of the correlator C(t) at dif-
ferent temperatures. Data were calculated for N = 40 and
S = 1/2.
by J2ijkl ∝ J20 . We have defined generalized angular
momentum components composed of fermion bilinears
Lˆij = i~γiγj/2. These operators obey the so(N) alge-
bra, [Lˆa, Lˆb] = −i~fabcLˆc, with fabc the so(N) structure
constants and where we used a combined index a ≡ (i, j)
with i < j and a = 1, . . . ,M with M = N(N − 1)/2 .
Finally, we have defined the inverse moment of inertia
tensor Jab = 4Jab/~2.
The above rotor Hamiltonian defines a broader class
of quantum models distinguished by the representation
of so(N) under which the operators Lˆa transform. The
original SYK model corresponds to the S = 1/2 spinor
representation of so(N). In the following, we will con-
sider the higher-S generalization of this model:
Hˆ(S) =
1
2
∑
a,b
JabLˆa(S)Lˆb(S) (2)
where the Lˆa(S) transform under the spin-S spinor
representation of so(N). This representation is ob-
tained by taking the tensor product of 2S copies of the
S = 1/2 representation, and by restricting the Hilbert
space to the subspace with the highest value of the
quadratic Casimir28. Explicitly, one writes Lˆij(S) =
i~
∑
α γi,αγj,α/2, where α = 1 . . . 2S is the copy index.
In the S → ∞ limit, the above model leads to the
following classical Hamiltonian28:
Hcl = 1
2
∑
a,b
JabLaLb (3)
where La should be understood as the components Lij
of a N by N anti-symmetric matrix. The Hamiltonian
(3), along with the Poisson bracket relations {La,Lb}P =
−fabcLc leads to the equations of motion
∂tLa = fabcLbJcdLd. (4)
We note that similar classical equations of motion ap-
pear when studying SYK within the Truncated Wigner
Approximation29,30.
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FIG. 2. Classical Lyapunov exponent versus temperature for
S = 1/2. The N = ∞ was obtained by extrapolation, see
Fig. 3.
The dynamics of Eq. 4 can be thought of as the ro-
tation of an N -dimensional body with an inertia tensor
given by J−1ab and angular momentum components given
by La. There is one important caveat though: there are
some strong restrictions on J−1ab for it to correspond to
the inertia tensor of a rigid body, and these restrictions
will not generically be satisfied in our model, where Jab is
a random matrix. This is the reason why N -dimensional
rigid body rotation is integrable31, while the dynamics
of Eq. 4 will be shown to be chaotic in the next section.
The analogy with rigid body rotation is nevertheless in-
tuitively useful and we will keep using it in the following.
Besides the energy, this problem has another integral
of motion of note: the total angular momentum (normal-
ized by the number of components) P 2 = M−1
∑
a L2a.
While P 2 could take any value for a regular classical sys-
tem, in our case its value is fixed by the representation
of the corresponding quantum problem. In the spin-S
spinor case at hand, one finds P 2 = NS2~2/2M 32. We
decide to scale the couplings such that the bandwidth is
S-independent: J 2ijkl = J20~−2S−2. It can be seen from
Eq. 4 that the actual value of S only has a trivial effect
on the classical dynamics: it rescales time by S. All the
numerical data are given for S = 1/2. Given these defi-
nitions, one finds easily that the energy bandwidth scales
like N2, as expected for a classical model with M ∼ N2
degrees of freedom.
Finally, we note that the classical Hamiltonian (3) with
the constraint on P 2 maps to the p-spin spherical model
with p = 2 26. It has a paramagnetic phase for T >
Tsg and a spin glass phase for T < Tsg, with the spin-
glass transition temperature given by Tsg/J0 = 1/
√
2. It
is important to emphasize, however, that the Poisson-
bracket dynamics we consider for this model is different
from previously studied dynamical models involving p-
spin models33,34.
3III. CLASSICAL CHAOS
A. Numerical results
We study numerically the time evolution for the con-
servative dynamics given in Eq. 4, averaged over an en-
semble of initial states {La(0)} drawn from a thermal
distribution at temperature T and for the fixed value of
P 2 given above.
In order to probe chaotic behavior, we compute the
following correlation function:
C(t) =
1
M2
∑
a,b
〈(
∂La(t)
∂Lb(0)
)2〉
, (5)
where the brackets signify average over initial conditions
and the overline signifies average over disorder realiza-
tions. This quantity measures the sensitivity to per-
turbations in the initial condition. It is the leading
term in a semiclassical expansion of the quantum out-
of-time-order correlator (OTOC)24,25, and should grow
as C(t) ∼ e2λclt, where λcl is the (largest) classical Lya-
punov exponent. As seen in Fig. 1, C(t) exhibits expo-
nential growth over many decades, and we can reliably
extract λcl from a linear fit of log [C(t)].
We find that λcl grows linearly with N (see Fig. 3).
This may seem surprising for a system with a finite band-
width for the energy density (defined as the energy per
degree of freedom, E/M in this case). The reason is
that each angular momentum component La has a non-
zero Poisson bracket with ∼ N other components, which
is indeed quite unusual: for most systems, the number
of degrees of freedom (DOF) having a non-zero Poisson
bracket with a given DOF does not scale with the sys-
tem size. Combining this scaling with the trivial scaling
of Eq. 4 with S leads to an overall scaling of λcl ∝ N/S.
Besides this overall scaling with N/S, λcl shows inter-
esting behavior with temperature (see Fig. 2). While the
high-temperature Lyapunov exponent shows saturation
with T , the low-temperature (T  J0) regime is linear
in T . The corresponding slope is an interesting quantity
since it is independent of the UV scale J0, and it can be
compared with the chaos bound of Ref.1:
2λcl = η
N
2S
λbound (6)
with η ' 0.31 and λbound = 2piT/~. This result was
obtained from extrapolating numerical results up to N =
60 (meaning M = 1770 classical degrees of freedom), as
shown in Fig. 3.
It is quite striking that this purely classical model re-
produces a T -linear Lyapunov exponent, indicating that
such a temperature dependence is not a specific signa-
ture of a quantum system, but more of a system with
fixed total angular momentum. The fact that the low-T
slope is parametrically different in the classical case than
in quantum case raises interesting questions which will
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FIG. 3. λcl/N is shown to converge to a finite value in the
thermodynamic limit. The circles are numerical data for N =
30, 36, 40, 60 and S = 1/2, and the lines are obtained by linear
extrapolation.
be commented on in the discussion. Note also that this
linear in T behavior happens within the thermodynamic
spin glass phase (T < J0/
√
2).
B. Fixed points and linear stability
In this section, we identify fixed points of the dynam-
ics, and show how they can be utilized to obtain a spec-
trum of local Lyapunov exponents27. It is easy to show
that Eq. (4) has 2M fixed points given by ±Lν , where
Lν are the (properly normalized) eigenvectors of Jab with
eigenvalues jν (ν = 1, . . . ,M). The intuition for these
fixed points is clear: they correspond to the body ro-
tating with the maximal angular momentum around one
of its principal axes of inertia, defined by the Lν . The
energy of the system at these fixed points is given by
Eν = 12j
νMP 2. The jν obey the semi-circle law and
the classical ground (resp. top) state corresponds to the
minimal (resp. maximal) value of jν . By sweeping over
ν, one can therefore analyze the typical behavior over the
full range of energy densities.
To perform the linear stability analysis around a given
fixed point Lν , we define the deviation l as L(t) = Lν +
l(t). We now linearize the equations of motion:
∂tla = αK
ν
ablb
Kνab = fνac(−J + jν)cb ≡ fνacJ˜ νcb
(7)
where α =
√
MP (no summation over ν is implied). Kνab
is the M by M stability matrix of the fixed point Lν and
jν is the eigenvalue of J corresponding to the eigenvector
Lν .
One should now analyze the spectrum of Kν : imagi-
nary eigenvalues correspond to oscillatory behavior while
real positive (resp. negative) eigenvalues correspond to
unstable (resp. stable) directions, and can be inter-
preted as local Lyapunov exponents. It is instructive
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FIG. 4. Left panel: Spectrum of local Lyapunov exponents
versus energy density ξ = (E−EGS)/(ETS−EGS), with EGS
the ground state energy and ETS the top state energy. Av-
eraged over 50 disorder realizations for N = 2S = 30. Right
panel: Same spectrum but plotted against spectrum index µ
for fixed values of ξ.
to first consider the case of dissipative (steepest-descent)
dynamics33, where L(t) follows the gradient of the energy,
subject to the constraint of keeping P 2 fixed. This dy-
namics has the same fixed points as the Poisson bracket
dynamics (i.e. ±Lν), but the stability matrix is instead
given by J˜ ν . Using the fact that J˜ ν is a real symmetric
matrix, one finds easily that there are only stable and un-
stable directions (no oscillatory behavior), and that the
number of unstable directions goes from 0 in the ground
state to M in the top state. This means that the ground
state is a global attractive fixed point, the top state a
global repulsive fixed point, and the fixed points in the
middle are saddles with an index that interpolates be-
tween the two cases. This type of dynamics, associated
with random thermal noise, was solved in Ref.33 and was
shown to have glassy behavior at low T .
Instead, for the Poisson bracket dynamics, J˜ ν is mul-
tiplied by an antisymmetric matrix f in order to obtain
the stability matrix. This leads to a dramatic change
in the dynamics which can be understood as follows.
Let K = AB with A an antisymmetric matrix and B
a symmetric matrix. If B is positive definite or nega-
tive definite then the spectrum of K is purely imaginary.
This means the stability matrix around the ground and
top states has a purely imaginary spectrum for Poisson
bracket dynamics. The motion around the ground state
(and the top state) is thus purely oscillatory, in contrast
to the dissipative dynamics case for which the ground
(resp. top) state only had stable (resp. unstable) di-
rections. As one considers fixed points away from the
ground (or top) state, J˜ ν becomes less and less definite,
leading to more and more K eigenvalues with non-zero
real part. These real eigenvalues, when positive, can be
interpreted as local Lyapunov exponents, and their num-
ber and size increases as one moves away from the ground
or top state, as shown in Fig. 4.
IV. DISCUSSION
In conclusion, we have introduced a generalization of
the SYK model by introducing 2S species of fermions.
We have studied the infinite-S limit of this model, a
classical model whose dynamics can be understood as
the rotation of an N -dimensional body. The tempera-
ture dependence of the Lyapunov exponent was studied
numerically, and a T -linear dependence was found at low
T , like in the quantum case. The corresponding slope
was found to scale like N/S. The thermodynamics maps
to the p = 2-spin model, whose spin glass phase at low-T
seems to have little effect on chaos. Finally, we have iden-
tified an extensive number of fixed points, which enabled
us to compute the spectrum of local Lyapunov exponents
in their vicinity.
It is natural to ask how quantum fluctuations affect
chaos when going from the classical model of Eq. 3 to
the quantum model of Eq. 2. For many toy models of
single-particle chaos, like quantum billiards, this ques-
tion is typically answered geometrically: the exponential
sensitivity to initial conditions survives as long as the
de Broglie wavelength is much smaller than the relevant
“chaos length scale”, like the radius of curvature of the
billiard. In fact, an interpretation of the quantum bound
on chaos1 was given in those terms in Ref.35. However,
it is not a priori clear how to transpose this analysis to
a system of interacting quantum fermions, which do not
generically have such a geometrical picture.
Interestingly, the classical dynamics obtained here can
be reformulated geometrically: as shown by Arnold36, it
corresponds to a particle following geodesics on a SO(N)
manifold equipped with a metric related to the inertia
tensor of the body. Chaos can then be understood as
arising from diverging geodesics due to the non-zero cur-
vature of the manifold37. We surmise that this geometri-
cal formulation of many-body classical chaos could pro-
vide a starting point for an analysis of the classical to
quantum crossover, whereby the de Broglie wavelength is
compared with the different radii of curvature. Further-
more, the randomness of the couplings in SYK would lead
to a random metric, whose properties could be studied
statistically.
It is worth noting that, even at the purely classical
level, the model we have considered bears surprising sim-
ilarities to the universal physics of quantum fast scram-
blers, such as the SYK model. First, it show a linear
dependence of the Lyapunov exponent. Second, it pos-
sesses a time reparametrization symmetry similar to that
found in the quantum SYK model7, since the problem of
finding geodesics is explicitly time-independent35.
The question remains of whether these are generic
properties of the classical limit of bound-saturating quan-
tum systems. In this context, a straightforward extension
of our work would be to study the classical limit of other
fast scramblers, like the SYK model with q-body inter-
actions, with q > 4, and the disorder-free tensor models
of Refs.38,39. Finally, the possible interplay between the
5chaotic dynamics reported here and the glass phase of
the p-spin models should also be investigated.
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